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Revision



 Pseudo-code?

 Assume first element is the largest
 Visit all elements starting from second 

and do the following
 if it is larger than the largest

 Set largest to it.

Retuning largest value in an array



int returnLargestNumber( const int narrInput[] , int nSize )
{

int nIndex,nLargest;

if( nSize == 0 )
return -9999999;

nLargest = narrInput[0];
for( nIndex = 1; nIndex < nSize; nIndex  = nIndex + 1 )

if( narrInput[nIndex] > nLargest ) 
nLargest = narrInput[nIndex];

return nLargest;
}

Retuning largest value in an array



 Pseudo-code?

base condition: we are done with the array no 
more elements to visit ? When is 
that? Some index variable is == to 
array size

recursive case:
compare current element against 
largest and call function recursively

Finding largest value in an array (using 
recursion)



int returnLargestNumber( const int narrInput[] , int nSize , 
int& nIndex )

{

// Can you write this?

}

Finding largest value in an array (using 
recursion)



 Pseudo-code?

 Visit all elements starting from first
and do the following
 if it is the value we are looking for then

 Change it to the new value

Given an array, replace all occurrences 
of a value with another



void replaceNumber( int narrInput[] , int nSize, 
int nOld, int nNew ) 

{
int nIndex;
for( nIndex = 0; nIndex < nSize; nIndex = nIndex + 1 )

if( narrInput[nIndex] == nOld )
narrInput[nIndex] = nNew; 

}

Given an array, replace all occurrences 
of a value with another



void replaceNumber( int narrInput[] , int nSize, 
int nOld, int nNew ) 

{
int *nptrVal;

for( nptrVal = &narrInput[0]; nptrVal <= &narrInput[nSize-1] ; 
nptrVal = nptrVal + 1)

if( *nptrVal == nOld )
*nptrVal = nNew;

}

Given an array, replace all occurrences 
of a value with another (using pointers)



 Given:  Ascii of a is 97 while Ascii of A is 65,….
Ascii of z is 122 while Ascii of Z is 90

Given an array of characters, change all 
lowercase to uppercase



 Pseudo-code?
Visit every character
if it is a small letter (i.e. ascii between 97 and 22)

subtract 32 from the ascii value 

Given an array of characters, change all 
lowercase to uppercase



void changetoUpperCase( char carrInput[] )
{

int nIndex;
int nChar;

nIndex = 0;
while( carrInput[nIndex] != '\0' )
{

nChar = carrInput[nIndex];
if( nChar >= 97 && nChar <= 122 )

carrInput[nIndex] = carrInput[nIndex]  - 32;
nIndex = nIndex + 1;

}
}

Given an array of characters, change all 
lowercase to uppercase

Note:
This function
assumes that
the passed
char array ends
with ' \0 ‘, so we loop
till we hit it



 Write a function that calculates Fibonacci value recursively

 Write a function that multiply two matrices. Each matrix is 
represented as a 2D array.

 Rewrite the binary search using pointers instead of indices

Additional Exercises
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